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Abstract 

 Virtual machine placement is a critical problem in Cloud Computing that results in the 

most positive levels, including economic status. The main objective is to assign the given virtual 

machine to its best fit Physical Machine. To schedule virtual machine to a suitable Physical 

machine, different research-oriented techniques are evaluated. In this paper, proposed discrete 

Gravitational search algorithm is used for placing virtual machine in the given host efficiently by 

optimization and relinking strategies using two components instead of following a classical way. 

The experimented results exhibit a better performance compared to the existing algorithm.  

 

Keywords: Discrete Gravitational Search Algorithm, Virtual Machine Placement, Cloud 

Computing. 

 

1. Introduction 

Cloud computing (CC) has become a popular technical advancement in recent years due 

to its major benefits in terms of robustness and reliability [1]. Because of the enormous rise of 

cloud computing with respect to storage efficiency, many applications are migrating to the cloud 

for reliability and safety purpose. When effective scheduling is required in modern cloud centers, 

virtual machine (VM) placement to its appropriate Physical Machine (PM) is a crucial challenge 

to be resolved [2].  A good VM placement in the right PM will make the cloud more cost-

effective in terms of energy, latency, and bandwidth. Many researchers have proposed different 

approaches to address VM placement difficulties. 

Author Li et al. [8] have defined the challenges that arise in online VM placement, the 

author offers the EAGLE algorithm, which is based on a multi-dimensional space model. The 

major goal is to reduce operating PMs and minimizing the energy usage.  
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The aim is to find a deal between balancing by utilizing multi-dimensional resources. During the 
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deployment of the VMs, the number of PMs is kept to a minimum for every timeslot. The space 

out is divided into three different phases related to a one-dimensional resource. The suggested 

approach evaluates the posterior resource utilization status for every viable PM when a new job 

appears in the VM's placement.  later, the EAGLE selects a perfect suited PM and performs the 

basic operations. Excessive resource fragments are being boycotted as part of the start-up process 

for a new PM by [9] Liu et al. The author suggested VM model's multi-objective placement has 

the potential to reduce the number of traffic-based communications. It allows for proper multi-

dimensional resource consumption balancing within a data center. The proposed approach aids 

in the improvement of the NS-GGA evolutionary based multi goal. It delivers a design to 

improve the dominated sorting of NSGA-II into Genetic Algorithms in a faster method. 

 

With multi-objective placement issue, Wang et al. [10] suggest a new strategy. The author 

proposed a scheme method that is simple since it employs average value inequality and 

positional limitations. It also includes a local heuristic method and an upgraded grouping genetic 

algorithm (GGA) for construction.To adapt operators to a local genetic heuristic model using a 

genetic selectivity technique. Elitism method is incorporated to improve placement discovery. 

Yang et al. [11] proposed a technique called “virtual machine placement with traffic 

configuration algorithm (VPTCA)”. It is characterized as a planning strategy based on an 

energy-efficient data center network that gathers data to properly deploy virtual machines. It 

also provides information on how to effectively place virtual machines using less energy 

consumption. The proposed scheme's theme is to reduce traffic to maintain good 

communication allocated to the physical machine.The authors Jamali et al. [12] sought to 

improve GGA by offering an efficient encoding technique. Using the proposed crossover model, 

it generates novel results. The difficulty of managing various sets of virtual machines, as well 

as power consumption and energy loss, is minimized. The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

model is responsible for producing quick speed convergence. PSO-related model for allocating 

transferred VMs was proposed by author Dashti et al. [13]. The proposed method may dynamically 

centralize the under-loaded hosts in crowded hosts, resulting in higher power savings. The integrated PSO 

algorithm was used to produce a flawless mapping of one VM to each dimension of the particle's position. 

The term "position value" refers to the host plus as well as the cost of migration. The framework's goal 

is to save money while maintaining QoS in the private cloud through energy conservation. Wang et al. 

[14] primarily focused on data center energy usage, and the model is described in terms of energy 

consumption. The initial way to update the particle's position is characterized as the readjustment 

or redefining of parameters to lower the amount of energy with local fitness. The second option 

for lowering energy use is to use a two-dimensional (2D) particle encoding scheme.  

 

Gao et al. [15] developed an ant colony algorithm that achieved non-dominated outcomes, 

demonstrated a proper and effective method of increasing resource usage and power 

consumption. To distinguish a VM, this approach employs 2D. As a server node, it includes CPU 

and memory consumption. The proposed approach is designed to prevent memory and CPU 

bottlenecks. It accepts an upper constraint on resource implementation with a threshold value of 

a single server to reduce full use of CPU processing. By considering multi-resource restrictions, 

Dong et al. [16] proposed an Ant Colony Optimization-based (ACO-based) VM positioning and 

placement solution. These PM limitations aid in improving system performance by optimizing 

overall system traffic. This method uses VM Placement to help improve scalability by reducing 

total traffic. It adopts multiple virtual machines in a row, allowing the traffic layout between 
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them to be adjusted. The distribution of network traffic is equalized by lowering the network's 

Maximum Connection Utilization (MLU). This procedure is followed to avoid congested 

hotspot areas. To boost the performance, the ACO is combined with a 2-opt local search method. 

This results in huge data calculations, high time complexity and gradual convergence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: VM Placement 

 

2. Problem definition 

The main objective is to use the lower number of physical machines that are possible to schedule 

the specified number of virtual machines (VMs). for example, as shown in figure 1, 

1 2, .......... nVM VM VM which takes 25%, 40%, 30%, 35%, and 20% of Physical Machine resources, 

respectively. 

 

In terms of CPU processing, all PMs will have a maximum threshold capacity to hold any number 

of machines. Let us assume that each PM's maximum threshold is 70 percent. Now the challenge 

is to assign each VM to a PM so that the total number of PMs is kept to a minimum and the 

maximum 70 percent utilization constraint is not violated. The VM Positioning is formulated as 

in Eq 1. 

 

                      
1 2{ | { , ,......, }}N nMinimize PM N VM VM VM=                          (1) 

  

3.Methodologies 

3.1. Ant colony Optimization Model (ACO) 

  

 Author [15] proposed an ACO to solve the VM placement challenge, that had 

achieved some uncontrolled outcome to increase the power consumption and resource 

utilization.The topic of VM Positioning around a server node pool is modelled as vector 

packing with multidimensional issues like resource consumption. To two-dimensional 

scheme is used to define server node and VM, processor and memory utilization. Server CPU 

utilization is computed as twice the amount of single VM utilization for two VMs on same 

server. A threshold value is fixed as an upper limit for the resource consumption with single 

server to avoid more memory and CPU utilization. The main concept is significant concert 

degradation occurs due to maximum usage of CPU on nodes that are migrating by VM 

migration technology. 
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3.2. First Fit Decreasing (FFD) 

 Based on the order of piece that is suitable can be fixed in the bin, in same manner the PM 

can considered based on this approach. 

 

3.4. Gravitational Search Model Search components  

 It is important to understand how the algorithm operates to identify the principal search 

components of GSA. Suppose an agent population is initialized in a space solution of a problem. 

On applying GSA in a top-down manner to solve the optimization problem, it seeks “to move” the 

agents position in the solution space of the problem. Therefore, operator is the main GSA 

component to achieve the search for optimization problem in the solution space. From Eq. (10), 

the operator used achieve two different parameters namely the length of movement of i-th agent 

and its position, and finally it returns a solution as new position to solution space. Every agent 

movement can be expressed in speed. From Eq. (9), two types of movement lengths are measured 

for the movement duration of the ith agent itself they are Dependent Movement Length (DML) 

and Independent Movement Length (IML). Notice that IML is the duration of action that is 

obtained without any information about the current iteration position other than its own for each 

agent. For the ith agent, this form of movement length depends only on its previous motion length 

(or previous velocity), and in reality is a fraction of the ith agent's previous action length. 

 On the other hand, DML is the length of motion that is obtained by considering the location 

of all Lbest set members for each agent. Of the Eq. (7) displays the ith agent DML calculation in 

which all elements of Lbest attempt to influence it. Eq. based. (7), for the ith agent itself the 

measurement of DML depends the position of the jth agent acts as a sub-component. ( )j Lbest

the space between the agents of ith and jth, the gravity mass of every agent of j-th (i.e., Qj(x)) and 

gravitational coefficient (Gc(x)) value. 

 

3.5 Proposed Discrete Gravitational Search Algorithm 

The proposed Gravitational Search Approach (GSA) is a metaheuristic population based 

on a stochastic algorithm for solving continuous nonlinear problems [3]. Because VM placement 

is a combinatorial optimization problem, it is necessary to convert continuous GSA to 

discrete GSA to solve it. For solving combinatorial optimization issues, Dowlatshahi et al. 

suggested discrete GSA [4]. After calculating the present fitness using Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, the 

gravitational mass (GM) of each agent is measured to solve VM placement. 
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 Here, ( ) ( )i iQ x and fit x indicate GM and fitness for agent i with time x. and 

( ) ( )worst x and best x is used for minimization task as shown in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5. 

                                                 
{1,2... }

( ) ( )j
j s

best x Max fit x


=                                          (4) 

 

                                               
{1,2... }

( ) ( )j
j s

worst x Max fit x


=                                           (5) 

 The overall force acting on the ith agent starting from the set of L agents that are 

heavier (called the Lbest set) can be computed using Eq. (6) to calculate the 
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acceleration of the ith agent and then the overall force can be split by this agent's 

gravitational mass, i.e. ( )iQ x with the use of Eq. 7.  

 

                    
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))
( )

j iu u u

i j j i

j Lbest j i ij

Q x Q x
x rand Gc x y x y x

T x
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                   (6) 
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= = −
+

               (7) 

 Here, jrand is random numbers that are distributed uniformly in interval (0,1), 

( )ijT x is the Euclidean distance among agent i and j,  is used for division by zero 

escape order among the agents. Lbest denotes set of L agents with best value with L 

indicating time sequence with respect to 
initialL at begin of the model. Gc(x) indicate 

gravitational coefficient (GC) at with 
initialGc as initial value and finally ends with 

endGc  

by Eq. 8. 

                                           ( ) ( , , )initial endGc x Gc Gc Gc x=                                          (8) 

Then the i-th agent's next velocity is computed as a fraction of its current velocity applied 

by Eq. 9 to its acceleration, and an i-th agent's next location can be determined using Eq. (10). 

  

                             ( 1) ( ) ( )u u u

i i iD x rand D x x+ =  +                         (9) 

                                ( 1) ( ) ( 1)u u u

i i iy x y x x+ = + +                             (10) 

 

 The algorithm for proposed DGSA is shown in algorithm below as Algorithm 1. 

_____________________________________________________________________________

___ 

Algorithm 1: Proposed Discrete GSA for resolving VM  Placement                            

Input:  consider total no. of Virtual Machine and Physical Machine and resource constraints for 

every  

            Virtual Machine (RAM & CPU). 

Initial: population is Initialized by generating functions of random permutation statistics..         

Output: Best Solution                           

Fitt function calculation is done for all PM used 

For every population gravitational mass is computed. 

While till stop criteria satisfy do 

 Update Gc,L, Lbest 

 Acceleration of all agent is calculated by using Eq. 7 

 Velocity of all agent is calculated by using Eq. 9 

 Every agent position is updated using Eq. 10 

 Calculate fitness for every agent. 

 GM calculation for all agent. 

End While     

_______________________________________________________________________

_________________ 
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In this paper, As discussed in section 3.4, based on the components of gravitational search 

model, it is discussed separately with proposed DGSA. 

 

3.5.1. DGSA Independent movement operator (IMO) 

 The ith agent location is retrieved by IMO and input by IML in the original GSA, and the 

agent moves with respect to solution space based on the IML input value. In a broad sense, the 

IMO hypothesis exemplifies an agent's confidence in its own early movement. One of the most 

prominent operators that may be adjusted or replaced by employing IMO operators is a modified 

version of the local search algorithm. The local search algorithm is a computer search method that 

begins with an initial solution and then progresses to a neighboring solution that improves the 

problem's objective function. Many approaches are followed for better neighbor selection based 

on (1) “Best selection strategy for enhancement in which the best neighbor is chosen” (i.e. “the 

neighbor who increases the target function the most), (2) “Initial selection strategy for 

improvement, which consists of selecting the initial neighbor that is improved than the existing 

solution for improvement” and, (3) “Strategy of random selection in which a random selection is 

extended to those Neighbors that increase in the existing solution”. The current solution 

enhancement procedure will continue until every candidate neighbours are worser compared to 

current solution. The procedure of proposed Local search Model (IMO) is as follows. 

_____________________________________________________________________________

____ 

Algorithm 2: Proposed Local search Model (IMO)                                   

Input: consider x as the initial outcome, IML as movement length that is maximum, 

Iterations= 0; 

Repeat  

 Produce neighbors (candidate) to x: 

 If no better neighbor 

  End of Algorithm 2: 

 Assigning a best neighbor of x to x; 

 Iterations++. 

Upto the iterations are equal to IML. 

_____________________________________________________________________________

____ 

 

3.5.2. DGSA Dependent Movement operator (DMO) 

 The DMO consists of two parameters in original GSA, the DML of ith agent and its current 

position, returns a new position to the space solution as output. Based on Eq. (7) The ith agent's 

DML is an acceleration vector which is determined by the number of accelerations with which the 

ith agent acts on all members of Lbest. In other words, all members of Lbest are trying to attract it 

to compute the DML for the ith agent (Eq. (7)). Defining the DMO in multi-dimensional 

continuous spaces is simple: moving the ith agent in all dimensions of space towards all members 

of Lbest. Thus, by performing the IMO and DMO components the VM can be easily placed with 

respect to its neighbors.  

 Let ith agent relate to beginning  solution y, let the jth agent relate to target solution z, and 

finally the ith agent's DML corresponds to Kij against the jth agent. The value of Kij is computed in 

the proposed DGSA by the following equation: 
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Where, ( )iQ x  and ( )jQ x is gravitational mass i and j for agent, rand is is uniformly distributed 

random number with interval (0,1). ( )ijT x indicates the distance among agent i and j, and by using 

the Xor operator to convert i to j. ( )iNT x  indicates a normalization value of ( )ijT x with intervals 

(0.5,1), ( )Gc x is gravitational coefficient with initial value (0,1) and vary with time, such that 

Start EndG G . 

 

   4. Results and discussion 

   4.1. Experimental Setup 

The suggested model's performance was tested in MATLAB v9.1, with a system 

specification of an Intel Core i5, 10th Gen Processor running at 3.2 GHz and 8GB RAM. 

 

Reference Value Distribution value 

25%CPU MemC C= =  [0,50%] 

50%CPU MemC C= =  [0,90%] 

                                                              Table 1. Simulation setup values 

 For comparison of proposed results, Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm (ACO) [5], Least 

Loaded (LL) [7] and First Fit Decreasing (FFD) [6]. RAM and CPU resources are produced 

randomly, and the particulars are shown in Table 1. 

 

 Correlation LB Algorithm PM PM/LB 

-0.759 55 

FFD 71 1.29 

LL 66 1.2 

ACO 61 1.2 

DGSA 56 1.1 

-0.366 54.8 

FFD 68 1.24 

LL 62 1.13 

ACO 59 1.07 

DGSA 55 1.00 

-0.60 54.2 

FFD 65 1.99 

LL 60 1.107 

ACO 58 1.070 

DGSA 55 1.014 

0.38 54 

FFD 63 1.666 

LL 59 1.092 

ACO 57 1.055 
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DGSA 55 0.98 

0.792 53.9 

FFD 64 1.187 

LL 59 1.094 

ACO 56 1.038 

DGSA 54 1.001 

                     

Table 2. Result-100 instance with 
25%CPU MemC C= =

 

4.2. Performance Analysis 

 Evaluations were made of the proposed model under the state of the world as described in 

the section above. For all the three referenced values on five separate correlation variables, the 

output of the algorithms is taken as per the metrics. Tabulated and depicted in graph format are 

the results as shown in Table 1, figure 1, table 2 and figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Result-100 instance with 
25%CPU MemC C= =

 

 

The results of our DGSA, as well as other current algorithms for VM placement, are shown 

in Table 2. Figure 2 is a graphical representation of the results in the table. The number of PMs 

used to accommodate the specified VMs was minimized using Table 2. 

 

Correlation LB Algorithm PM PM/LB 

-0.764 74.6 

FFD 85 1.13 

LL 87 1.66 

ACO 79 1.05 

DGSA 76 1.02 

-0.352 74.8 

FFD 84 1.12 

LL 88 1.17 

ACO 77 1.03 

DGSA 75 1.00 

-0.58 74.8 

FFD 83 1.11 

LL 89 1.19 

ACO 77 1.03 

DGSA 76 1.01 
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0.37 74.7 

FFD 82 1.09 

LL 87 1.12 

ACO 76 1.01 

DGSA 75 1.00 

0.78 74.7 

FFD 81 1.08 

LL 87 1.16 

ACO 76 1.01 

DGSA 75 1.00 

Table 3. Result-100 instance with 50%CPU MemC C= =  

 

Figure 3. Result-100 instance with 50%CPU MemC C= =  

The results of our DGSA, as well as other current algorithms for VM placement, are shown 

in Table 3. Figure 3 is a graphical representation of the results in the table. The number of PMs 

used to accommodate the specified VMs was reduced using Table 3. 

5. Conclusion 

In a cloud computing system, VM placement is one of the most prevalent elements to be 

minimized from a commercial standpoint. The proposed Discrete GSA model is used in this 

paper to successfully schedule VM to appropriate PMs with a smaller number of PMs. To test 

the used approach on VM placement, it was implemented in MATLAB, and the results were 

compared to existing techniques in the literature that solved VM placement. When comparing 

the suggested model's results to those of existing models, the proposed method demonstrates a 

considerable improvement in terms of performance. This research can help future analysis that 

could be improved by incorporating multi-objectives for a more effective solution to VM 

placement. 
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